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Abstract
This paper deals with the study of the physical and hydro-mechanical characteristics of a porous limestone rock. 

It concerns a historic rock located at "El-Haouaria artificial caves" on the seacoast in the Northeast of Tunisia. The 
rock, object of study in this work, has undergone serious alterations, thus compromising the safety of the monuments. 
This paper focuses on the mechanical behavior of a sedimentary rock with a variable porosity; covering a wide range 
varying from 25% to 55%. This study is interested in identifying the mineralogical composition and the microscopic 
structure of the main rocks constituting the historic monument. Several tests were carried out and they showed that 
the rock’s mineralogical composition was calcite and quartz. The grain dimensions constituting the rock are variable. 
Its porosity is inter-granular and connected. This porosity changes over time due to weather conditions. Unconfined 
compressive tests and tensile tests were carried out on several samples with various porosities and in some cases 
in various saturation states. The performed tests showed the effect of both porosity and water content (suction) on 
strength characteristics. However, despite the rock’s dependency on the water content, the role of porosity remains 
more emphasized. Then, porosity seems to be the main factor affecting resistance properties due to the increase of 
the porosity and due to its variation as a source of humidity. A ‘’Li and Aubertin’s Model’’ was applied to predict the 
compression and tensile strength dependency on porosity. It highlighted a strong concordance between experimental 
and analytical model results. All strength characteristics evolutions with porosity and suction make up essential results 
obtained in this study. This will provide us with the required input data for modeling in order to predict cave structure 
degradation and eventually to monitor crack propagation.
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Introduction
Many geotechnical and geological studies require a deeper 

understanding of the behavior of porous rocks. Some of these studies 
also deal with the durability of the rocks involved in monument 
restoration. [1-5]. By reviewing the literature, we noticed that several 
studies have described the mechanical compaction in various porous 
rocks including silicate rocks [6], and carbonate rocks [7,8].

On the other hand, it has been demonstrated that rock durability 
either depends on its intrinsic properties such as total porosity, pore 
connectivity, pore size distribution and particle size [9-13], or it is 
related to rock type mineralogy [14-19]. Some models were also recently 
proposed to predict the breakage of the rocks with high porosity 
including plastic shearing and pore collapse [20] and the damage 
occurring under chemical erosion [21].

Moreover, the stability of rock properties over time depends on the 
variety of geological and sedimentary processes such as deformation, 
and burial digenesis by several physicochemical mechanisms (e.g. 
rearrangement of grains, crystal plasticity, pressure solution and 
cementation). The role of porosity in the durability of porous stones 
has been investigated by taking into account the alteration of salt 
susceptibility [1,6] and pore structure [22-26]. The relationship between 
the changes in the microstructure and the porosity evolution was also 
established for some types of rocks, like the clay rock [27]. These authors 
have demonstrated that the changes of the microstructure due to the 
suction (in wetting and drying paths), affects strongly the macroscopic 
porosity, and then the mechanical characteristics. The decrease of suction 
(increase of water content) gives large decrease in tensile strength, and 
then creates the propagation and enlargement of cracks [27].

From another aspect, it is shown that the potential of porous rocks 
to absorb water depends on weather conditions (temperature and 
relative humidity). For instance, water is carried in the stone through the 

existing cracks affects the behavior of the material and therefore, it may 
be responsible for rock deterioration. In addition, water can act directly 
by means of gel dissolution of minerals, or indirectly by the carriage 
of soluble salts, and consequently, it enhances biological activity. Even 
though natural rocks can never be entirely saturated, many experimental 
works dealing with stone deterioration were performed under fully 
saturated rocks. Therefore, in order to understand stone damage 
mechanisms, it is necessary to implement experiments on stones having 
different water contents [28-29].

To study rock behavior and the stress-strain relationship, some 
authors have performed tests on the cylindrical samples subjected to 
compression efforts. Largely relying on these test types, many authors 
have contributed significantly to a general understanding of different 
rock types’ strength and elastic deformation [30,31]. However, the 
understanding of rock behavior after strain-induced damage remains 
relatively poorly described [32,33]. A few authors have already 
published results focusing specifically on test results after damage and 
failure strength [34-40].

Although the exploitation of El-Haouaria caves ceased long ago, 
(since the Punic period in the 7th and 6th centuries AD), an apparent 
degradation has relatively surged in recent years, in the sense that the 
cracks reappeared and reopened in the last decades. Beside the long-
lasting impact of the environmental actions (cycles of humidity and 
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caverns, half-hollowed, obscure and pyramidal. They were accessed by 
a narrow upper opening. For decades, the visit of the site is possible 
through larger side openings (Figure 1).

Actually, the visual examination of the composition on site reflects 
the lamination of five rock units (Figure 2). Five geological units are 
detected (U1 to U5). Our interest is focused on the study of hydro-
mechanical properties of the rock U3, since it is the thickest layer and 
it contains a series of developed cracks, which compromise the cave’s 
stability (Figure 2). In order to measure the crack’s opening variation in 
terms of temperature variation, we have monitored the cracks’ opening. 
(Figures 3a-3c) give the localization of some cracks and the strain gauges 
which were placed in order to continuously record the deformation so as 
to obtain cracks’ opening in the meantime.

As a monitoring process, some strain gages are installed in the layer 
rock U3, where the cracks appeared. Gage information was automatically 
recorded in a connected computer. Measurements of some cracks’ 
openings lasting two years, in terms of temperature, were performed. 
Figure 3 shows an example of such monitoring results (Figure 3c).

The results showed that the crack opening evolved with temperature 
variation. The opening of cracks ranged from 0.3 mm to 17 mm. The 
tendency of the crack opening was correlated to the temperature, in 
terms of temperature increase leading to crack opening increase. This 
seems to be more correlated to the rock’s drying process and its relation 
with the deformation under the drying path.

Microscopic Features of the rock U3 layer 
Microscopic analysis

Because the opening cracks were more localized in U3 layer, 
hereafter, only the samples extracted from this layer were considered for 

temperature gradients), the source of this degradation may be also 
attributed to some external actions (i.e., Earthquakes and non-controlled 
human activities in the vicinity of caves such as digging, excavation, 
etc.). The necessity to understand rock behavior in its current state 
and determine mechanical characteristics dependency on the typically 
environmental parameters was really suitable in order to develop a 
future convenient technical solution likely to assess cave stability.

In this paper, the study aims at investigating the behavior of the rocks 
in the caves when they are submitted to suction variation in order to use 
the results of issues for the exploration of the origin of surging cracks 
and the growth in the monument of El-Haouaria caves, particularly 
in rock U3 as shown hereunder. Hence our work is summarized in 
the identification of rock microscopic characteristics and the analysis 
of hydro-mechanical tests at different stages of porosity and humidity 
(compression and tensile tests), and this in order to scrutinize:

	 The microstructure of complex sedimentary rocks of “El-Haouaria 
caves”, to determine the mineralogy, the intrinsic properties such as 
total porosity, pore connectivity, pore size distribution and particle 
size distribution,

	 The water retention curve (WRC), which relates the water content to 
suction.

	 The mechanical behavior of the cave rocks which display a wide 
range of porosity.

	 The effect of microstructure and suction on the rock’s mechanical 
behavior.

Unconfined compression and indirect tensile tests (three - point 
bending tests and splitting tests) have been performed on rock samples 
for several water contents. The experimental results - particularly those 
of unconfined compression and bending tests- show that porosity 
has a direct impact on rock mechanical properties, in addition to 
other characteristics such as the pore’s size distribution, the degree of 
cementation and the size and shape of aggregates.

The discussion in this paper is focused on the effect of water content 
in terms of the increase of porosity by the wetting-drying cycles and the 
long dissolution phenomenon, which itself involves a decrease of the 
strength properties. Indeed, microscopic tests show that the shape and 
size of the constituent rock grass is variable from one sample to another, 
which causes variable porosity, cementation presence and its dissolution, 
thus creating some void between plants. In this sense, several wetting 
and drying cycles were carried out on the samples in order to understand 
their effect on rock porosity. From the several performed tests, rock 
degradation can be attributed in part to the change in rock porosity 
after several wetting and drying cycles. Moreover, the results show a 
high sensitivity of rock properties to saturation, particularly when the 
degree of the rock’s water saturation exceeds 85%. Tensile strength and 
unconfined compressive strength are almost halved compared to the 
driest states. The link between mechanical and retention properties is 
used to explain water content-mechanical resistance dependency.

Literature Review
Geological formation and crack monitoring of ‘El-Haouaria 
caves’

‘El-Haouaria caves’ are located in the vicinity of El-Haouaria village 
in the “Cap Bon Finger” in Northern Tunisia. The caves were limestone 
quarries created in Punic era, in the 7th and 6th centuries B.C., and they 
had also been exploited in the Roman era. The rocks outside these caves 
were used in the construction of towns in those early days. Several 
monuments located in the coastal city of Tunisia such as the city of 
Carthage were built from these rocks. ‘El-Haouaria caves’ were immense 

Figure 1: Real frontal view of the caves.

Figure 2: Geological limited layers.
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the hydro-mechanical experimental program. Rock U3 was examined 
through an optical microscope, a scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
and an X-ray diffraction technique in order to identify the texture, the 
micro- structural features and the mineralogical composition as well. 
Two representative samples from rock U3 were extracted (U3-1-and U3-
2), U3- 1-and U3-2 are considered a subdivision of rock U3 type. Each of 
the two subdivision layers is characterized by a corresponding specific 
porosity. For each U3-1-and U3-2 subdivisions, some optical microscopic 
tests where images under plane-polarized and cross-polarized light are 
taken are performed. Thin-section images of both samples are shown 
in Figure 4. The examination under the optical microscope reflects the 
following observations:

Rock U3-1 sample has a well-ranked and highly-porous grain-stone 
texture. The samples consist of limestone fossil debris and quartz grains. 
The grains are well cemented and some liaisons lining the inner and 
outer walls of certain elements were observed.

Rock U3-2 sample has a mixture of grain-stone and pack-stone 
texture. The samples consist of abundant pellets, limestone fossil debris 
and quartz grains.

The qualitative mineralogical composition of the tested rock 

samples was identified by XRD diffraction (XRD) technique. The 
resultant obtained is given in the XRD diffractogram for U3-1 and 
U3-2 rock samples and is shown in Figures 5a and 5b. The major rock 
minerals from rock U3-1 and rock U3-2, are calcite CaCO3, SiO2 and 
some minority minerals such Aragonite, halite.

Chemical and mineral analysis

A chemical analysis was performed on two samples of rock U3 
types of ‘El-Haouaria caves’ (Table 1). To identify their texture, micro-
structural features and mineral composition, the rocks were examined by 
SEM and XRD techniques. It was shown that for the same mineralogical 
composition, the rock has a different porosity and a different grain 
size. Rock porosity varies from 25% to 55%, and the grain-connecting 
cement is very fine, which can be considered as an indication that the 
rock in its two aspects may be classified as a tender rock.

Binding between grains: The Scanning Electron Microscope 
(SEM)

The binding and cemented character of the material was described 
based on two samples examined by a Scanning Electron Microscope 
(SEM). SEM analysis showed that cement was abundant and it covered 
almost all grains (Figures 6a and 7a). The cement is thin isopachous 
(thickness nearly of 35 μm), micritic to microsparitic surrounding grains 
(Figure 6b). The Cave rock area was formed during the early digenesis, 
ensuring the consolidation of the rocks (Figures 6a and 6b), while its 
inter-granular porosity was maintained. As It can be observed, the 
increased cement in inter-granular pores and the later filling of another 
quantity closes the gaps between the intra-granular pores (Figures 6c and 
6d, Figure 7c), sealing locally the links between the inter-granular pores. 

Figure 3: (a) Monitoring of the developed cracks; (b) The strain gauge 
placement;  (c) A crack opening in parallel to the temperature variation during 
the time in days.

Figure 4: Thin sections (1mm and 200 μm) of the samples from U3 layers 
in plane polarized light U3-1: (AL: algae, QZ: Quartz, Br: Bryozoans, Ech: 
Echinoderms, F: Foraminifera, FB: Benthic Foraminifera, Gs: Gastropod, Pl: 
peloids and Pellets).

Figure 5a: Typical whole sample diffractogram of the sample U3-1 
((λCu-Kα1 = 1,5406 Å).

Figure 5b: Typical whole sample diffractogram of the sample U3-2 (λCu-Kα1 
= 1.5406 Å).
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This might be a new formation of cement. Rock degradation seems to 
be mainly caused by the humidity gradient and temperature variation. 
Humidity and temperature measurements in El-Haouaria caves are 
made by means of a hygrometer. These measurements have shown that 
humidity varies between 40% in August and 90% in February whereas 
temperature varies between 37°C in summer and 13°C in February 
because “El Haouaria” archaeological site is located on the seacoast, 
water is loaded with salts, thus causing the formation of salt layers of 
salt such as halite and aragonite as shown by the SEM (a) below.

Macroscopic Hydro-Mechanical Features
Laboratory tests and objectives of the experimental study

The study objectives consist in obtaining the strength characteristics 
of the rock U3 and their dependency on both porosity and water content. 
Water content evolution and its effect on porosity were analyzed based 
on water retention curve and in relation with microscopic observations. 
Some hydraulic cyclic tests were performed in order to understand the 
evolution rock porosity.

To perform laboratory tests, rock samples were extracted from layer 
U3 (Figure 2). Large blocks of rocks have been cut from the ‘El-Haouaria 
caves’ and prepared to undergo all the hydraulic and mechanical tests.

To obtain the uniaxial compressive strength of rock U3 two types of 
tests were performed. The first type of test is carried out at a controlled 
force. The second series of simple compression tests were performed at 
a controlled displacement. The samples were obtained by water drilling 
method and cutting disc in the end.

For rock U3 tensile strength, two types of tests were performed 
three - point bending tests and splitting tests. For the first type, samples 
were obtained by using a cutting disc and having a parallelepiped 
shaped forms with a 40-mm width of and a 160-mm height. For the 
second type, the samples were prepared in a cylindrical shape (of a 100-
mm diameter and a 200- mm height).

In order to obtain the required cylindrical specimens, a rotary 
coring method was applied. The thickness was trimmed by cutting 
with a disc in the laboratory. Specimens from the block samples were 
prepared by manual trimming in both ends. Their parallelism was 
measured repeatedly using a water-pass, until obtaining parallel end 
surfaces free from asperities. The rock samples are made according to a 
stratification parallel to the rock base.

Testing procedures

Firstly, dry unit weights and specific gravity were determined for 
rocks U3. The Uniaxial Compressive Stress tests (UCS) were conducted 
on dried and saturated, samples. 9 specimens with 10 mm*, 10 mm*, 
20 mm dimensions, and 50 specimens having 4 mm*, 4mm*, 8 mm 
dimensions were prepared from block samples. The UCS tests were 
carried out according to French Standard NF P 94-420. The water 
content was measured by using pieces of the rock taken from Unit U3.

The compression tests were carried out by using a uniaxial 
compression test device with a maximum load capacity of 300 kN for 
one sample and a uniaxial compression test device with a maximum 
load capacity of 3000 kN. Loads were applied at a fixed displacement 
rate of 0.5 mm/min. This rate resulted in a specimen failure within 5 
min to 7 min. For rock U3 type, compression tests were carried out at a 
dry and saturated state under uniaxial conditions. Samples were drilled 
from large block samples extracted from the nearby surface quarries 
out of the collapsed block of ancient quarries.

Three bending tests were performed for the measurement of the 
tensile strength. The sample was placed on two supports. Considering 
that a rock’s tensile strength is unequal to its compressive strength, the 
sample will break as soon as the rock will reach its limit tensile strength. 
The limit stress resulting from the design strength of materials is σtf as a 
limit elasticity (flexural tensile stress, noted t in hereafter). The three-
points bending test was performed with a press having a loading rate of 
0.05 mm/min, so that failure takes place between 2 mn and 10 min after 
the start of loading (depending on sample porosity and heterogeneity). 
The Brazilian test was carried out with the same press as that of the 

Figure 6: SEM micrographs of El Haouaria cave rocks U3-1; (a) Grains and 
bonding material (b) Voids (c) Microsparitic cement of another later-formed 
cement sealing the porosity (d) Cement destroyed (e ) intergranular porosity 
(f) Dissolution of same grains (g) A mineral having a fibrous appearance 
(Arogonite) (h) A cubic mineral (halite).

Figure 7: SEM micrographs of the caves El Haouaria rocks U3-2; (a) Grains 
and bonding material and intergranular porosity (b) The lodges of a foraminifer 
partially covered by a fine cement of 10 to 20 μm thick (c) Microsparitic cement 
of another later cement sealing the porosity.

Variables U3-1 U3-2
Quartz SiO2 (%) 12.39 5.03

Alumina Al2O3 (%) 0.26 0.16
Iron oxide Fe2O3 (%) 0.62 0.16

Magnesium MgO (%) 0.92 1.26
Potassium oxide K2O (%) 0.04 0.07

Sodium oxide Na2O 0.05 0.88
Calcite CaO (%) 47.1 50.5

Loss on heat (CO) PF (%) 37.83 41.13
Sulfur trioxide SO3 (%) <0.01 <0.01

Total Total (%) 99.21 99.19

Table 1: Chemical analysis.
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uniaxial compression strength but at a lower speed so that the tensile 
strength is reached after a test time exceeding 2 min.

A total of 60 cube-shaped specimens 25 mm wide were trimmed 
from undisturbed block samples. The suction of U3 rock samples was 
applied and/or determined by using two complementary techniques: 
the osmotic method and the salt solution method. Two paths were 
followed: the wetting (i.e., humidification) path and the drainage path. 
To obtain the water retention curve for the wetting path, the samples 
were dried in advance in an oven at 105°C for 24 hours.

The osmotic method, used for suction less than 1500 kPa, consists 
in placing the sample in a semi-permeable membrane which separates 
the sample from the polyethylene glycol solution (PEG), prepared at 
a well-defined concentration. A chemical potential difference between 
the water within the sample and The PEG solution is created by causing 
water exchange between the two areas until reaching an equilibrium 
[41].

On the other hand, the saline solution technique consists in 
placing the sample in desiccators, under a differently relative humidity, 
maintained by saturated salt solutions [42]. After that, the samples 
were weighted at regular intervals. To reach the hydraulic equilibrium, 
it needs approximately 2 weeks. For each relative humidity value, the 
water content was determined by measuring the sample weight at the 
end of each test. However, water retention corresponding to the drying 
path was followed starting from a full saturated state, and the same 
techniques to obtain the suction, as explained previously, were used. 
Analyzing the obtained results, two ranges of porosity were defined and 
the water retention curves were obtained.

In order to investigate the drying-humidification cycle, 10 samples 
were subjected to 10 drying and wetting cycles until saturation. Drying 
of the samples was carried out in an oven 100C° for 48 hours and 
wetting to reach saturation was carried out by imbibing by water at a 
constant temperature during one week. The samples were placed in 
vacuum dryers.

Results and Discussion
Physical properties

The ranges and mean values of the physical properties of the rock 
samples are given in Table 2. Low dry unit weight and high porosity 
values were obtained in this study. 

The pore size distribution (Figure 8) indicated the mono-modal 
character of the rock U3 (porosity 32%) and the dominant diameter of 
the pore is around 3 μm.

The water retention curve

 The obtained water retention curve is presented in Figure 9, which 
clearly shows that water adsorption increases with the decrease of 
suction. The hysteretic behavior is clearly shown, and this indirectly 
demonstrates the role of internal porosity distribution. Indeed, for 
high suctions, this rock has an extremely low water content, probably 
generated only by adsorption. Then when suctions become very low, 
the capillary forces of the majority of the stone pores are then sufficient 
to capture and retain water. And it is interesting to note that even 
with only 0.1 MPa suction (lower suction imposed by the osmotic 
method), the rock of the caves cannot fully saturate, which shows the 
importance of macro-porosity of the stone in El-Haouaria caves. And 
again, when looking at the sorption-desorption curves, we note that 
desorption (drainage) in water levels is still higher than the sorption 
(humidification) with a well-marked hysteresis presence for suctions 

in a range between 10 kPa (low suction) and 2000 kPa. In general, the 
average air-entry value suction is estimated approximately at 50kPa for 
the drainage path and at 30 kPa for the humidification path. Naturally, 
the more the porosity is, the less the air-suction entry value is.

The hydraulic hysteresis behavior was observed for other rocks 
by [43,44]. The physical explanation of the phenomenon of hydraulic 
hysteresis results from micro- structural considerations of the 
irreversible movement of the air-water interface during the wetting and 
drying process [45,46].

Therefore, the features of WRC depend on rock properties such as 
type of constituent grains, mineralogy, particle size distribution, rock 
structure (arrangement of particles or/and aggregates) and porosity 
as well as on the path of water content changes (wetting and drying) 
[47,48].

In this study, the effect of porosity was well identified in Figure 9, 
to get the results of two ranges of porosity variation (average porosity 
varies approximately from 30% to 40% and then from 40% to 55%). 
As it was demonstrated by Figure 9, porosity strongly affected the 
hydraulic behavior in terms of both wetting and drying features. The 
Van Genuchten model was fitted in order to obtain the curves as it 
was depicted for the two ranges of porosity. Table 3 summarizes the 
parameters of the van Genuchten model [49], corresponding to the 
plotted curves in Figure 9.

Figure 8: Pore size distribution of rock U3.

Figure 9: Water retention curve of unit rock U3.

Physical characteristics U3-1 U3-2
Bulk density (g/cm3) 2.1-2.5 1.5-1.7
Solid density (g/cm3) 2.73 2.73

Porosity 25% to 35% 36% to 55%
Table 2: Physical properties of the tested rocks.
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Where θ  is the water content (cm3.cm-3); S is the suction (kPa); sθ
is the water content at saturation (cm3·cm-3); rθ  is the residual water 
content (cm3·cm-3); α  is related to the inverse of the air entry suction 
(cm-1); n and m are the shape parameters of soil water characteristic.

As it is known, in geotechnical field, the effect of the structure 
and void ratio on the water storage capacity of a given soil has been 
highlighted in several experimental investigations [50,51]. As pointed 
out by several authors [52-54], the water retention curve is well 
dependent on compaction and consequently on porosity distribution 
(micro and macro porosity).

Effect of hydraulic cycles

In order to investigate the humidification impact on porosity 
variation, some wetting- drying tests were applied. Indeed, Table 4 
presents hereafter the variation of the total porosity after 10 hydraulic 

cycles. Porosity variation was in the range of 6% - 14%. It seems that the 
variation was more important for the samples with low initial porosity 
(more cementation rates of the grains). This result can be attributed to 
the effect of the wetting path on the cementation between grains, in the 
sense that the cementation vanished during the wetting-drying cycles.

Compression tests were performed on a series of 6 U3 specimens. 
The tests were conducted in the two extreme water conditions: dry (after 
24 hours in an oven at 105°C) and saturated (vacuum impregnation with 
water and aerated soaking for 24 hours). Representative stress–strain 
curves for six of the samples were presented in Figure 10 and Figure 11. 
The curves are initially less concave, followed by a quasi-linear elastic 
stage. The curves then show a strain hardening stage before reaching a 
peak stress (σp). Finally the failure of the rock corresponds to the drop 
of the stress. UCS varies between 13 MPa for the porosity of 33% to 4 
MPa for porosity of 46% (reference dry state) for the rock U3, which is 
characteristic of soft rocks [55]. As a first conclusion, this low strength 
is obviously controlled by the material’s high porosity.

A second conclusion concerns the important reduction in 
compressive strength measured on saturated specimens compared to 
that measured on dry samples. The higher the water content of the rock 
is, the more deformations during compression it undergoes.

Water presence plays a significant role in UCS between a dry 
state and a saturated state, strength loss reached 50% for rock U3. So, 
the presence of water in the pores of the rock leads to a reduction of 
the mechanical strength. And this can be explained by a decrease of 
the contact surface between the constituent grains and, therefore, a 
modification of the inter-granular links [56].

The trend of the stress–strain curves under uniaxial compression 
loading can be identified to the results as found for other types of rocks 
[57-59]. The UCS results were summarized in a plot of UCS versus 
porosity in Figure 12. The general trend is that UCS decreases (from 14 
MPa to 1.2 MPa) while total porosity increases.

To quantify the effect of the suction (or the water content) some 
uniaxial compression tests were performed under controlled suction. 
Rock specimens were equilibrated at various capillary suctions using 
two techniques applied for water retention curve (saturated salt 
solutions and osmotic solutions). The U3 rock samples were tested 
under a uniaxial compression test from saturated to dry states, and 
under applied suctions 100 kPa, 400 kPa, 600 kPa, 1000 kPa and 1500 
kPa. Figure 13 shows the UCS against average porosity for several 
applied suctions. It can be observed that the compression strength 
is globally slightly affected by water content variation (from dry to 
saturated state) compared to the influence of porosity.

One can clearly observe two different trends of the compression-
displacement curves at the same porosity (porosity is considered 
the same for ± 2%). The cause of this difference may be attributed to 
a variation in the microstructure of the samples. More precisely, the 
cementation which connects the grains develops more or less resistance 
after the pick of the compression stress. The more the cementation is, the 
more the resistance at its maximum level is. In fact, at a saturation state, 
the more the porosity is the more the softening feature is emphasized. 
At an average similar porosity, the softening character is not appeared 
in the case of dried samples.

All compression tests show that the variation in porosity for rock 
resistance has an impressive effect, which exceeds the effect of water 
content on rock resistance (Figure 12).

Under applied suctions using several methods (as described above 
in section 4.2), samples were prepared and tested under compressive 

Figure 10: Compression Stress-strain curves of rock U3 in the dry state for 
several porosities.

Path Porosity (%) qr qs

Model parameters
a n m

Wetting
50% 1 32 0 2 0.8
38% 1 32 0 1 0.6

Drying
50% 1 27 0 1 0.7
38% 1 27 0 2 0.8

Table 3: Value of the Van Genuchten model parameters according to humidification 
and drainage.

Samples
Initial porosity F1 Porosity after 10 cycles

F1- F2
(%) Wetting-Drying, F2 (%)

1 41% 48% 7%
2 38% 46% 8%
3 29% 39% 10%
4 30% 42% 13%
5 40% 46% 6%
6 40% 48% 8%
7 36% 47% 11%
8 31% 43% 12%
9 35% 44% 10%

10 28% 41% 13%
11 28% 42% 14%
12 35% 47% 12%

Table 4: Porosity variation after 10 hydraulic cycles.
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tests. The results in terms of compressive strength are presented in 
Figure 13. It appears that rock behavior for suction for more than 300 
kpa is equivalent to that of a dry rock as shown in Figure 10. Prick 
defined a hydraulic softening coefficient obtained from the difference 
between the UCS corresponds respectively to a steady state and a dry 
state. This coefficient gives an initial estimation of the stone durability 
[60]. 

It can be identified as following: αs = (UCSdry – UCSsaturated/ UCSdry)  
(2)

The less the coefficient, the more the durability of the rock, in 
the sense that its resistance is not affected by humidification and, as 
a consequence, the UCSsaturated is approximately the same as the 
UCSdry. In this case, the durability of rock U3 is not yet significant (the 
average value of αs is approximately 0.5).

Tensile strength

Two types of indirect tensile tests were performed: the splitting 
tests and the three - point bending tests. In fact, the splitting tests 
(Brazilian tests) were performed on a series of 3 specimens. The tests 
were conducted in both extreme hydraulic conditions: dry (after 24 
hours in an oven at 105°C) and saturated (vacuum impregnation with 
water and aerated soaking for 24 hours). Representative stress–strain 
curves for 3 of the samples were presented in Figure 14 and Figure 15. 
The curves then show a strain hardening stage before reaching a peak 
stress (σt). Tensile strength in Brazilian tests varies between 4 MPa for 
a porosity of rock 39% to 2.5 MPa for 41% (reference dry state). The 
tensile elastic modulus was 0.24 GPa with a porosity of 39%. Hence, 

the low tensile Young's modulus indicates the bi-modular character of 
such rock. One second finding conclusion is the significant reduction 
in tensile strength measured on saturated specimens compared to that 
measured on dry samples.

Measuring the indirect tensile strength by the three –point bending 
test was performed under the same experimental conditions as for the 
uniaxial compression tests. The samples have parallelepiped shaped 
forms with a 40-mm edge and a 160-mm height. Figure 16 shows the 
variation of the tensile strength determined by the three-point bending 

Figure 12: The uniaxial compression strength against the total porosity, dry 
state.

Figure 13: Uniaxial compressive strength (peak stress) against total porosity 
for different suctions.

Figure 14: Tensile stress-strain curves of rock U3 in dry state for several 
porosities.

Figure 15: Tensile stress-strain curves of rock U3 in the saturated state for 
several porosities (saturated state).

Figure 11: Compression stress-strain curves of rock U3 in a saturated state 
for several porosities.
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tests for different controlled water contents and with the variation of the 
total porosity. Such tests showed an important decrease of the tensile 
strength while porosity increases. Figure 17a shows the tensile strength 
evolution in the case of totally dried samples. Figure 17b corresponds 
to the fully-saturated samples. This Figure also shows the role of the 
heterogeneity of the extracted natural rocks. The tensile strength is 
between 0.7 MPa and 0.2 MPa (reference dry), which is also a common 
characteristic of soft rocks [61]. This value corresponds to about 10% of 
the compressive strength, which is usual for rocks [62]. Tables 5 and 6 
summarize the tensile characteristics of the rock U3 separately for dry 
and saturated states.

Added to the main role of the porosity on tensile strength, followed 
by the role of the water content (suction), Figure 17 shows again the 
significant effect of the rock heterogeneity mainly characterized by the 
variation existing in the microstructure of the samples. This variation 
is mainly displayed in the cementation connecting the grains. Like 
the compressive future, the measured tensile strength significantly 
decreases with the water content (comparison between saturated state 
and dry state). Porosity also plays an important role in the tensile 
resistance of the material.

The rate between compression strength UCS and tensile strength 
UTS (given by the three-point bending tests ) for such tested rocks 
decreases from the average values 5 to 1 when the porosity increases 
from 20% to 48% for the completely dried samples and from 2 to 1 for 
the full saturated samples. Figure 16 shows the evolution of the rate 
between compression strength and tensile strength.

Finally, the effect of suction on tensile strength was investigated 
(Figure 18). As it is shown in this Figure, the effect of porosity on 
tensile strength is also dominant compared to the role of suction. The 
variety of tensile strength values can be explained in part by the variety 
of mineralogical composition and micro- defect distribution (micro- 
porosity and micro-cracks) in the naturally extracted samples, in the 
sense that it was naturally impossible to have exactly the repetitive same 
sample with a same microstructure.

Modeling of the Experimental Results using the ‘’Li and 
Aubertin’s’’ Model

The aim of this section is to test one of the published models to 
reproduce the obtained experimental study in order to prepare a 
suitable model so as to obtain a numerical monitoring procedure 
of the cave structures. In fact, we used Li and Aubertin’s model [63] 
already published to predict the rock’s uniaxial compression (UCS) and 
uniaxial tension (UCS) as of the porosity functions.

The equation Li and Aubertin is as follows:

1 2 0x
0 0

0

1 sin cos 1
2 2 2

ux
un u u

c c u

σπφ πφσ σ σ
φ φ σ

         = − + −      
          

                (3)

Where unσ  is the uniaxial resistances as a porosity function, if the 
resistance is compression ( unσ  = UCS), and if it is of tension ( unσ = UTS)

 ϕc: (≤ 1) is the critical porosity at which unσ  = 0 (in tension ϕc = ϕCt 

and in compression ϕc = ϕCc);
0uσ  is the resistance at ϕ = 0.

x1 and x2: parameters of the material,
Figure 16a: The tensile strength evolution against the porosity for different 
samples (Dry state).

Figure 16b: The tensile strength evolution against the porosity for different 
samples (saturated state).

Figure 17a: The rate between compression strength and tensile strength 
against porosity for different samples (Dry state).

Figure 17b: The rate between compression strength and tensile strength 
against porosity for different samples (saturated state).
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< > are the Mac Cauley brackets = ( x + | x |) / 2).

The tensile stress, σun ≤ 0, <σu0> = 0.

1
0 1 sin

2
x

un t
Ct

UTS πφσ σ
φ

  
= = −  

   
                  (4)

Porosity Tensile Strenght sUTS (MPa) Tensile Stiffness (GPa)
41% 2.31 0.1
45% 2.1 0.04
47% 1.8 0.07

Table 6: Tensile Stiffness of rock U3 in saturated state (Tensile stress).

Variables Rock 
classification x1 x2 su0 (MPa)

fCc and fCt
(%)

Compression 
strength U3-1 U3-2

1.15 13 140 0.57

0.8 11 140 0.55

Tensile 
strength U3-1 U3-2

1.6 -10.8 0.64

1.7 -3.7 0.65

Table 7: Parameters of the Li and Aubertin model.

Figure 18: The tensile strength evolution against the porosity for different 
suctions.

Figure 19: Modeling of the compression curve as a function of the porosity.

The parameters of Li and Aubertin model applied to rock U3 were 
determined by referring to the experimental data obtained in this study. 
The following Table 7 summarizes the obtained parameters.

As it is shown in Figures 19 and 20, the Li and Aubertin model 
reproduce the compressive and tensile strengths trends with porosity 
increase. The parameters of such model were identified and they can 
be used later to the modeling of the cave’s structure. However, for the 
formation of U3-1, the model’s capability to reproduce tensile strength 
results for low porosity does not seems to be demonstrated. This can be 
explained by the difficulty to find samples from U3-1 having porosity in 
the range of low values (less than 40%).

Analysis
Rock U3 hydro mechanical behavior aims to give some quantitative 

relations of the strengths and stiffness evolutions with the water content 
as a variable parameter and the water’s effect on porosity due to the 
environmental cycles. Porosity increase is retained as a key parameter 
linked to the strength decrease.

The investigation of the microstructure of the limestone rock 
U3 provided from the monument of El-Haouaria caves shows the 
rock’s mineralogy which is primarily made of calcite and quartz. The 
grains are of marine origin with a variable shape inducing a variable 
porosity. The cement connecting the grains is very fine and porosity 
is a very important sign confirming that the rock is indeed a soft rock. 
Rock porosity varies from one sample to another (U3.1-U3.2), and 
it has undergone changes over time by the presence of cements. This 
modification is caused by the dissolution of mineral salts present in 
the rock or coming from seawater (crystallization, presence of halite 
...). From water retention curve, it was shown that the saturation water 
content is well dependent on porosity. Air entry value is very low, 
which is sign of absence of clay. The grains of the rocks have a coarse 
dimension equivalent to the sand. The shape of the retention curve 
is closely related to porosity. The curve showed the rock’s hysteretic 
behavior ock, which can be explained by the role of porosity.

The results of the mechanical tests conducted on the limestone rock 
samples show the important influence of porosity on both, compression 
strength and tensile strength as well as on stiffness. At dried conditions, 
compression strength varies from 14MPa for 33% porosity to 4MPa 
for 48% porosity. However, at saturated conditions, the compression 
strength varies from 4.5MPa for 34% porosity to 2MPa for 44% 
porosity. The results show that the degree of critical saturation causing 
rock strength reduction is around 95% for the whole range of rock 
porosities. We conclude that the significant effect of the water content 

Figure 20: Tensile curve as a function of porosity.

Porosity Tensile strength (MPa) σUTS Young’s modulus (GPa)
39% 4.4 0.24
41% 3.4 0.1
41% 3.5 0.1
42% 2.6 0.092

Table 5: Tensile Stiffness of rock U3 in dry state (Tensile stress).
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on the mechanical strengths seems to be limited to the range of a quasi-
saturation domain, where the suction is “approximately” lower than 
the air entry value. The dependency of the mechanical strength with 
the water content (or suction) indicates the susceptibility of the studied 
rock to modify its physical characteristics (such as porosity) with the 
variation of the environmental conditions (such as humidification and 
drying cycles).  Naturally, because of the heterogeneity characteristic of 
the samples, it is not evident to obtain the same initial conditions, in 
particular, porosity.

From the three bending tests, we deduce that the rate UCS/UTS 
varied from 5 to 1 when porosity increases from 0.2 to 0.48 for dry state 
and from 2 to 1 for the same porosity range’s variation for saturated 
samples. The calibration of the Li and Aubertin model [63] seems to be 
sufficient to predict the UCS and UTS dependency on porosity.

Finally, understanding the mechanical behavior of limestone as a 
principal constituent of “El Haourai” caves and the effect of porosity 
and water content, both related to the environmental conditions of 
caves, should lead to optimize the supervision of the caves particularly 
the birth and propagation of cracks.

Conclusion
The object of this work, concerns the hydro-mechanical behavior 

rock U3 aiming to give some quantitative relations of the strengths and 
stiffness evolutions with the water content as a variable parameter due 
to environmental cycles and its effect on porosity. Porosity increase was 
retained as a key parameter linked to the decrease of strengths. The 
investigation of the microstructure of the limestone rock U3 provided 
from the monument of El-Haouaria caves shows the mineralogy of the 
rock, which consists primarily of calcite and quartz. The grains are of 
marine origin with a variable shape inducing a variable porosity. The 
cement connecting the grains is very fine and the porosity is a very 
important sign that the rock is a soft rock. Rock porosity varies from 
one sample to another (U3.1-U3.2), and it has undergone changes over 
time by the presence of cements. This modification was caused by the 
dissolution of the mineral salts present in the rock or coming from the 
seawater (crystallization, presence of halite...) From the water retention 
curve, it was shown that the saturation water content is well dependent 
on porosity; air entry value is very low, which is a sign of non-presence 
of clay. The grains of the rocks have a coarse dimension equivalent to 
sand. The shape of the retention curve is closely related to porosity. 
The curve showed the hysteretic behavior of the rock, which can be 
explained also by the role of porosity.

The results of the mechanical tests conducted on the limestone 
rock samples show the important influence of the porosity on both, 
compression strength and tensile strength. At a dried condition, the 
compression strength varies from 14MPa for the porosity of 33% 
to 4MPa for the porosity of 48%. However, at a saturated condition, 
the compression strength varies from 4.5MPa for the porosity of 34% 
to 2MPa for the porosity of 44%. The results show that the degree of 
critical saturation that causes rock strength reduction is around 95% for 
the whole range of rock porosities. It can be deduced that the significant 
effect of the water content on the mechanical strengths seems to be 
limited to the range of the quasi-saturation domain, where the suction 
is “approximately” lower than the air entry value. The dependency of the 
mechanical strength with the water content (or suction) indicates the 
susceptibility of the studied rock to modify its physical characteristics 
(such as porosity) with the variation of the environmental conditions 
(such as humidification and drying cycles).

From the three bending tests, it was deduced that the rate UCS/

UTS varied from 5 to 1 when porosity increases from 0.2 to 0.48 for 
dry state and from 2 to 1 for the same porosity range variation for 
saturated samples. The calibration of the ‘’Li and Aubertin model’’ 
was sufficient to predict the UCS and UTS dependency with porosity. 
Finally, understanding the mechanical behavior of limestone as a 
principal constituent of “El Haourai” caves and the effect of porosity 
and water content, both related to the environmental conditions of the 
caves, should lead to optimize the monitoring of the caves particularly 
the birth and growth of cracks.
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